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Chapter 2321: Terrifying Infinity 

"system!" 

"Start the enhanced reset function!" 

"Start the weapon evolution function! Target Infinity Number 120,000 parts!!" 

Su Lang looked at the materials piled up like planets in the storage space, a look of expectation flashed 

in his eyes, and gave orders. 

Suddenly! 

On the Boundless, the strengthening effect disappeared instantly, and the powerful aura immediately 

dropped a lot. 

But then. 

A breath more powerful than one burst from the body of Infinity. This is the 120,000 parts in his body 

that are being promoted! 

Promotion of every part. 

Will bring him a huge improvement! 

After all, this is the basic level of upgrading parts! 

120,000 complementary and indispensable parts have been crazy improved in a short period of time. 

In a blink of an eye. 

All the parts have been promoted to the stage of Wuyan Taichu Stage! ! 

But this is not over yet. 

The parts in Infinity are still being promoted! 

One hundred, one thousand, ten thousand...The parts of the Wuyan Primordial Beginning Stage one by 

one became the Six Yan Primordial Beginning Stage! ! 

To the end. 

All the 120,000 parts have been promoted to the Primordial Sixth Stage! 

But the promotion of the Infinite has not stopped! 

There are many materials in the storage space 

——The materials used to build the nine major time and space ports are really too many, many times 

more than the two superstars that have collapsed in the treasure hunt ancestor flying! 

After the parts have evolved in all directions twice. 
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The core components of the Infinity continue to evolve. 

The first is the central part controlled by Su Lang, and then the surrounding important core parts, one 

after the other, evolved into the weapon of the Qiyan Primordial Stage. 

To the end. 

Ten thousand parts have evolved to the Qiyan Primordial Stage! 

So far. 

The Boundless has not been strengthened, its power has exceeded the previous eleven times of 

strengthening. 

"system!" 

"Startup has been enhanced with one key!" 

"Target, Infinity!" 

Su Lang's eyes were extremely bright, and he quickly issued instructions. 

"Ding! Successfully strengthened, Infinite Number +1!" 

"Ding! Successfully strengthened, Infinite Number +1!" 

"Ding! Successfully strengthened, Infinite Number +1!" 

"..." 

A series of system prompts resounded through Su Lang's mind, eleven times! 

This also means. 

The number of enhancements of Boundless has once again reached the limit of the current 

enhancements! 

And what level of power has the Infinity reached? 

The Second Universe Void Realm is eternal! 

Yes, its power has reached the Eternal Two Universe Void Realm! ! 

"incredible!" 

"Unbelievable!" 

"Su Lang's super humanoid weapon unexpectedly possesses the eternal aura of the Second Universe!!" 

"Although Bizhiyuan Mingzhou Emperor's breath has a vain feeling, it is indeed the eternal breath of the 

Second Universe!" 

"Oh my God, who is this Su Lang? Is he really just a man who grew up in the run-down universe of the 

Infinite Universe!?" 



"..." 

Indestructible Emperor Zhou looked at Su Lang's Refined Boundless Number in disbelief, and the three 

views that had been rubbed into powder were rubbed again. 

Su Lang possesses such a powerful weapon, to some extent, he has caught up with Emperor 

Yuanmingzhou! 

How long is this? 

If you use the timeline of the endless universe, it will only take a few days! 

Even if you add in the time spent cultivating in the land of exile, this time is scary! 

If it is a general Taichu warrior. 

I'm afraid that I can't even increase the mana in the body... 

"Tsk tut!" 

"The eternal weapon of the Second Universe Void Realm!" 

"Although it is also fragile like a bubble in front of the Eternal Realm, as long as it is poured into the Time 

Avenue, it can immediately become a real Eternal Realm weapon!" 

Su Lang looked at the brand-new Infinity, a trace of excitement flashed in his eyes, and a trace of 

solemnity. 

Soon. 

His gaze immediately fell on the treasure hunting ancestral glider in Xuanhao's natural universe. 

Never mind that it took a while to promote weapons in the Exile. 

But in Xuanhao Universe, the time line was about 100,000 times slower. At this time, Emperor 

Yuanmingzhou had just unfolded the power of the space-time avenue, and he wanted to travel through 

the barriers of the natural universe and head to Yuanming universe. 

"It's so cool that the time flow is fast!" 

"All other people's actions are slow motion in my eyes!" 

Su Lang ticked the corner of his mouth, then turned his eyes, and fell to the edge of the boundless 

universe, where the gate of the natural universe was. 

Chapter 2322: Then i'm as you wish 

Some clones are maintaining the operation of the gates of the natural universe. 

But now there is not much need to maintain the gate of the natural universe. 

therefore. 

Su Lang directly asked the clone to cancel the gate of the natural universe and put the array into the 

storage space. 
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Rumble! 

Lost the natural universe array, that terrifying black hole-like passage, instantly collapsed and 

disappeared, causing extremely terrifying time and space fluctuations! 

Fortunately, this place is already at the edge of the endless universe, and there is no life planet around 

it. 

Otherwise, these living planets will not only die, but even the planet will be shattered. 

"Without the Avenue of Time, the power of time and space is too unstable!" 

Su Lang curled his lips, and immediately tried to condense the Dao of Time, but it still didn't work. 

then. 

He put his gaze on Emperor Yuan Mingzhou's body. 

Through the treasure hunt ancestral flying. 

Su Lang clearly saw that the emperor Yuanmingzhou burst into a strange gloom, and the power of the 

time and space on his body surged, and he quickly completed the shuttle of the barriers of the natural 

universe. 

"go with!" 

"Follow him!" 

Su Lang frowned slightly, and sent the treasure hunting Ancestral Flying into Yuanming Universe. 

But Yuanming Universe is too big. 

I don't know where Emperor Yuan Mingzhou appeared after he shuttled past. 

"He wants to find out where I am." 

"The best way is to use time to look back." 

"Although the treasure hunting ancestral glider is immune to attacks from the eternal realm, it is not 

immune to such harmless behavior." 

"Emperor Yuan Mingzhou will almost certainly find my position, and it shouldn't take long." 

"Then, there is only one way for me, and that is to drag words!" 

"..." 

Su Lang touched his chin, a gleam of light flashed in his eyes. 

The Immortal Emperor Zhou on the side saw this and immediately understood what Su Lang was going 

to do. His pupils trembled, and he mourned for Emperor Yuan Mingzhou in advance! 

The brain is running fast. 

Various strategies flashed in Su Lang's mind, but they were all overturned after he thought about them. 



finally. 

Su Lang ticked the corner of his mouth and secretly changed his dragging tactics into cheating tactics. 

"Humph!" 

"Don't you want to find the man behind the scenes?" 

"In that case, then I will let you find...ta as you wish!" 

Su Lang waved his hand, and a large number of heaven, material and earth treasures from outside the 

boundless universe appeared in front of him. 

He wants to refine a kind of audio-visual stone. 

But you can't use the material of the boundless universe, otherwise you can see it with the savage look 

of Emperor Yuanmingzhou. 

It is a good way to choose the materials of Yuanming Universe. 

Anyway, Emperor Yuanmingzhou definitely couldn't infer from the materials that people in the 

boundless universe were doing ghosts. 

But this is not perfect. 

Unable to meet the requirements for the use of cheats 

"the best choice." 

"In fact, it uses materials that Emperor Yuanmingzhou has never seen before!" 

"Use the relatively low-level but very rare materials in the remaining nine natural universes, and then 

use the one-click synthesis function to synthesize brand new materials." 

"Then, it is very possible to produce completely unrecognizable material." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth raised slightly, and the one-key synthesis function was immediately 

activated. 

then. 

In the sluggish eyes of the immortal Emperor Zhou. 

A lot of materials in front of Su Lang merged together to form a brand new material. 

This singular ability. 

The immortal Emperor Zhou immediately shook his brain blank again, almost becoming a fool. 

"Well, there are still traces of the nine universes." 

Su Lang put the material aside, and then took out a pile of materials again to fuse them. 

But it still doesn't work. If you look closely, you can still see the clue. 



Su Lang tried a few more times without believing in evil, and the best result was that it was 80% likely to 

have concealed it from Emperor Yuanmingzhou. 

but. 

Once Emperor Yuanmingzhou discovers that there is a problem with the material, it comes from the ten 

natural universes he has mastered, he will definitely be suspicious, and he will not believe anything Su 

Lang said. 

"I'm going, what should I do?" 

"By the way, the fragments of the'Dead Universe' that were decomposed before are eternal weapons!" 

"Emperor Yuan Mingzhou is in contact with the eternal powerhouses of the rest of the universe, maybe 

they have made a deal!" 

"Then, the materials obtained by decomposing the fragments of the Dead Universe are likely to have 

materials outside the Netherworld, the Infinite Universe, and the other nine natural universes!" 

"Hey, if it is true, I can not only deceive Emperor Yuanmingzhou, but also bring disaster to the east. 

Wonderful! Wonderful!" 

Su Lang's eyes brightened, and he immediately searched for such materials from the storage space. 

Chapter 2323: Make a bait for trouble 

The materials obtained by decomposing the fragments of the dead universe are all good things! 

Su Lang can't bear to use it as a strengthening material, so it's all stored in the storage space! 

The incomparably huge fragments of the folding fan of the "Dead Universe" have been decomposed to 

obtain more materials and have accumulated into a huge "material planet"! 

Su Lang's spirituality explored wildly in it. 

Under the effect of material recognition, every material is clearly recognized by him! 

Combining the materials of the Boundless Universe, Yuanming Universe, and the other nine natural 

universes in the storage space, we will conduct multiple comparisons and screenings. 

Su Lang quickly found out some materials that were by no means infinite universe, Yuanming universe 

and other nine natural universes! 

"Hey!" 

"It is very possible that these materials were traded by Emperor Yuanmingzhou from other natural 

universes!" 

"However, just in case, more careful identification is needed." 

Su Lang smiled, and then began to make further identification to prevent the possibility of 

misunderstanding. 

Checked it back and forth several times. 
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Only then did Su Lang believe that the materials he had selected had no problem at all, and they were 

definitely materials outside of the eleven natural universes, such as Infinity and Yuanming. 

But this is not over yet! 

"To bring disaster to the east!" 

"That's not enough!" 

"I have to select materials that were born in the same natural universe." 

"Otherwise, if these materials are all mixed together, it is estimated that Emperor Yuanmingzhou will 

not recognize the synthesized materials, and the tricks for disaster will not take effect!" 

"He must be able to recognize it by himself, otherwise I can't come out and point him out myself?" 

"..." 

Thinking about this, Su Lang started another identification. 

quickly! 

Rely on the material identification function. 

Su Lang divided the currently selected materials into seven parts! 

this means. 

These materials come from the other seven natural universes that he has never seen before, but the 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou has set foot and traded! 

"Tsk tut!" 

"A total of seven natural universes." 

"Emperor Yuanmingzhou, you really have a lot of friendship!" 

"Unfortunately, you are not sure who is doing you right now. Those'dao friends' must be among your 

doubts!" 

"Just let me increase your suspicion, no, let you know from the bottom of your heart that someone in 

their seven natural universes is doing you!" 

A playful smile was outlined at the corner of Su Lang's mouth, and he immediately selected the most 

numerous pile of materials in front of him. 

Immediately after. 

Select a few from the remaining six piles of materials and add them to the list of synthesized materials. 

This is to ‘disguise’ synthetic materials. 

Otherwise, Emperor Yuan Mingzhou would see through it at a glance, and it would not be perfect. 

after all. 



A big boss who can become an eternal powerhouse is not a fool, and he will definitely cover up. It is a bit 

fake if he doesn't cover up at all, and he will be suspected. 

and so. 

Emperor Yuan Mingzhou must not be able to see through at the first glance, and only at the second or 

third glance! 

In this way, he will trust his judgment more. 

"Ok!" 

"That's it!" 

"So, the system, start the one-key synthesis function!" 

Su Lang was very satisfied with his plan and immediately activated the synthesis function. 

Suddenly. 

The material selected by him instantly merged into a single material. 

This is a special gem, with a very high level, with a full half-step eternal level! 

In this special gem. 

Exudes a very unique breath. 

"It's done!" 

"Just want this feeling!" 

Su Lang licked his lips excitedly, and immediately picked out a few more materials and began to refine 

the "Video Stone" 

-A small object that can transmit images and sounds. 

With his current refining skills, he can refine this stuff by picking up a piece of soil, not to mention using 

the main material of the half-step eternal realm! ? 

quickly. 

Under Su Lang's meticulous creation, a red diamond-shaped audio-visual stone appeared! 

This red diamond-shaped audio-visual stone exudes a more peculiar aura. 

At first glance, it was completely different from the large pile of alien and natural cosmic materials that 

Su Lang had selected before. 

But if you take a closer look, you can faintly discover some clues. 

Then continue to observe deeply, and you will discover the truth and determine which thing in the 

natural universe this is from! 

Chapter 2324: I don't believe you are not fooled 
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"finished!" 

"Such a perfect bait, I don't believe you are not fooled!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, revealing a sneer. 

Simultaneously. 

Emperor Zhou sees Su Lang refining the audio-visual stone. 

Although I don't know what Su Lang is going to do. 

But because of Su Lang's expression, there was a shuddering feeling. 

Suddenly. 

Emperor Emperor Zhou sighed again for Emperor Mingzhou. 

As for Su Lang, he picked up the red audiovisual stone in his hand and placed it in front of him. 

Immediately after. 

"I change!" 

Su Lang turned around and became a muscular man. 

"Is this going to record audio and video footage?" 

Seeing this scene, Emperor Zhou, his eyes flashed, secretly guessing, is it possible that Su Lang is looking 

for the Emperor Mingzhou to negotiate? 

But the next moment. 

Su Lang's words directly overturned her guess! 

"Hahahaha!" 

"Emperor Yuan Mingzhou, Kuang Hou Yunge!" 

"How does it feel to be looted by my flying squirrel?" 

"..." 

Su Lang faced the audio-visual stone that had been opened in front of him, and began to act wildly! 

quickly. 

Su Lang recorded the video and audio he wanted, and then looked at the sight of the treasure hunting 

ancestral glider. 

In order to make the bait for the audiovisual stone, a little time passed in the exile. 

but. 

In Yuanming Universe where the flow of time is relatively slow, only a moment has passed! 



Emperor Yuanming Zhou also just used the time-space barrier shuttle method of the natural universe to 

reach the Yuanming universe. 

Next. 

Emperor Yuanming Zhou's figure flashed, and he came near the evil star! 

Simultaneously! 

"Emperor Yuanmingzhou wants to explore the origins of the treasure hunting ancestor flying, and he will 

definitely use the method of backtracking." 

"The place to look back is most likely to be the first time-space-port superstar that the treasure hunting 

ancestor glider makes a noise, near the evil superstar!" 

Su Lang's eyes flashed with thoughtful light, and he instantly dispatched the treasure hunting ancestral 

glider to the void near the fierce star. 

really! 

Just appeared. 

Su Lang saw Emperor Yuan Mingzhou through the sight of the treasure hunting ancestral glider! 

And Emperor Yuanmingzhou naturally found the treasure hunting ancestor glider! 

"damn it!" 

"You dare to follow along!" 

"When I find the man behind you, I must make you pay!" 

"Even if it's dead, I won't make you feel better!!" 

"..." 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou looked at the treasure hunting ancestral glider close at hand, even if the 

treasure hunting ancestral glider did nothing, he felt a deep humiliation! 

Immediately after. 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou was ready to use the time-retrospective function to find out where the treasure 

hunting ancestral flying lance appeared. 

But at this moment. 

"Squeak!" 

The treasure hunting ancestral glider made a sly smile. 

Immediately after. 

As soon as it lost its claws, it passed the red diamond-shaped audio-visual stone by Su Lang using the 

item transfer function. 



"this is?" 

"Video Stone?" 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou looked at the red diamond-shaped audiovisual stone with a fluctuating 

expression. 

He instinctively sensed something wrong with the audiovisual stone. 

Wow! 

However, a beam of light was suddenly projected from the audiovisual stone, condensed into the 

appearance of a muscular man. 

"who are you!?" 

"It's you, controlling this weird stray flying squirrel, harming the natural universe, and even humiliating 

it!?" 

"I have no grudges or grudges with you, you have to deal with me like this!?" 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou frowned, his pupils shrank suddenly, and his voice was as cold as if he were 

about to freeze the void! 

"Hahahaha!" 

"Emperor Yuan Mingzhou, Kuang Hou Yunge!" 

"How does it feel to be looted by my flying squirrel?" 

"Tell you, this is just an appetizer. If you take the initiative to surrender your natural universe, I can give 

you a way out." 

"But if you refuse, you will be embarrassed, your natural universe, and your life, I want it!" 

"Finally, don't ask me why, asking is the weak and the strong!" 

The big man projected by the red audiovisual stone laughed wildly, his eyes full of superiority and 

contempt. 

"you!!" 

"Dog offal!" 

"Who are you, who are you!!!" 

Emperor Yuan Ming Zhou looked at the contemptuous and ruthless big man, suddenly furious, and 

wanted to vomit blood in shame. 

The term "the weak eat the strong." 

He has always used it on others. 

Now, someone said to him that they wanted to eat the flesh of a weak man! 



Chapter 2325: Yuan Mingzhou Emperor Zhongji 

"Hahahaha!" 

"Emperor Yuan Mingzhou, Kuang Hou Yunge!" 

"..." 

The big man projected by the video stone laughed wildly again, but only repeated the previous words. 

"This is a pre-recorded video!" 

"Give me the final letter!?" 

"Knowing my real name, the only people who have contact with me are the seven surrounding 

universes, Emperor Zhou!" 

"When did you dare to attack me!?" 

Emperor Yuan Mingzhou couldn't suppress the anger in his heart, and with a wave of his hand, he took 

the audio-visual stone into his hand and crushed it fiercely! 

Click! 

The audiovisual stone suddenly fell apart, and even a faint smoke burst out. 

"Ok?" 

"This kind of breath... is unfamiliar, but it also feels familiar." 

"Yes, this is the treasure of the mysterious universe in the other seven natural universes!!" 

"Although I have tried my best to conceal it, the craftsmanship of the person who refines the audiovisual 

stone is obviously not enough, and the concealment is not thorough enough, let me see a clue!" 

"Even the part of the material used to cover up the main material is also a product of theirs." 

"Sure enough, it is Emperor Xuanyu who wants to do something to me, and they want to pretend to be 

the other more powerful and unfamiliar Emperor Zhou to intimidate me, and defeat the soldiers without 

fighting!? What an abomination!" 

"Perhaps I grew up too fast and destroyed ten natural universes one after another, which aroused their 

fear and finally caused them to unite against me!" 

"..." 

After analyzing and replenishing his brain, Emperor Yuanming Zhou immediately determined that it was 

the seven natural universe Emperor Zhou that united to engage him! 

Suddenly. 

There was a burst of anger in his heart! 

To be able to trade with those seven emperors, the two sides must have friendship. 
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but now. 

The ‘Seven Emperors of the Universe’ began to engage in him silently. 

This immediately made him feel betrayed by being stabbed from the back. 

This feeling instantly deepened his hatred! ! 

"Damn it!!" 

"Xuanyu Emperor Zhou, Zixu Zhou Emperor..." 

"I know you are looking at me, you want to kill me, it's not that easy!!" 

"I said, even if you die, I will make you pay the price!!" 

"..." 

Emperor Yuan Mingzhou looked at the treasure hunting ancestral glider hanging high in the air, his eyes 

were cracking, his teeth were gritted, and he roared with incomparable resentment! 

Immediately after. 

He immediately started thinking about countermeasures 

——Countermeasures against a total of seven Emperor Zhou! 

I have to say that Emperor Yuanmingzhou's courage is really amazing, even at this point, there has never 

been any idea of giving up. 

of course. 

The truth is, giving up is no use. 

Facing the joint attack of the ‘Seven Emperors’, he had no choice at all. 

Even if you give up resistance, it is a dead end. Why not fight to get that chance? 

at the same time. 

Infinity, a place of exile. 

"Hahaha!" 

"Sure enough, I was fooled!" 

"Actually, it was expected." 

"My strength is too weak, he won't doubt me even if he kills him. With a little guidance, he will directly 

target the seven emperors of the universe!!" 

Su Lang looked at the resentment scene of Emperor Yuan Mingzhou through the treasure hunting 

ancestral glider, and he laughed and burst into tears. 

"Emperor Yuan Mingzhou, I was deceived!!" 



"He who was wise all his life was played by Su Lang between his hands, but he didn't even know it!" 

"Su Lang... this man... terrible!!" 

Emperor Zhou looked at Su Lang, who was laughing loudly, with a touch of fear on his demented face. 

"Next." 

"It's time to watch a good show!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, looking at Emperor Yuanmingzhou's every move through the 

treasure hunt Ancestral Flying Eagle. 

"Xuanyu you choppy!" 

"I know you are listening!" 

"I'm telling you, I will never get caught with my hands!" 

"You want to kill me, want to seize my natural universe, I will make you pay a heavy price!" 

"Hahahaha, come on, see who can't bear it!" 

Emperor Yuan Ming Zhou went mad and roared at the treasure hunting ancestral flying lance, thinking 

that behind the treasure hunting ancestral flying eagle were the seven emperors. 

next moment. 

He directly gave up the treasure hunting ancestral glider, and the power of the time and space avenue 

burst out from his body. 

Suddenly. 

A faint light burst out from behind Emperor Yuanmingzhou. 

This gloomy light gradually grew, and gradually enveloped the body of Emperor Yuanmingzhou! 

Chapter 2326: This deity has already penetrated everything 

"Go, take a dip, and see if you can take a ride!" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows, causing the treasure hunting ancestral flying to rush to Emperor 

Yuanmingzhou's side. 

But it didn't work at all. 

The treasure hunting ancestral glider failed to reach the light of Emperor Yuanmingzhou, and got on the 

ride to the site of one of the seven Emperors. 

"Pity." 

"If I can take a ride, I have more sorrows." 

"Emperor Yuan Ming Zhou has already killed one of the seven Emperors, and I must discover the truth 

soon." 
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"During this time, I have to speed up my time to practice!" 

"Treasure hunting ancestor glider, go, and collect me the resources of the nine natural universes of the 

Origin Mingzhou Emperor!" 

"..." 

Su Lang's eyes flashed with thoughtful light, and immediately dispatched the treasure hunting ancestral 

glider to the fierce universe and began to collect treasures. 

Wow! 

In the treasure hunt ancestral glider's scrape. 

Countless treasures appeared in piles in Su Lang's storage space. 

among them. 

Su Lang was most excited by the natural treasures that could refine alchemy. 

After all, for every additional pill, one more cultivation base! 

"system!" 

"Immediately activate the one-key alchemy function and give me priority to refine the elixir that 

improves my cultivation level!!" 

Su Lang looked solemnly and gave the order. 

"Ding! You get Heavenly Ninth Palace Taichu Pill*5!" 

"Ding! You get..." 

"..." 

System prompts kept ringing, and a large number of elixir appeared out of thin air in the storage space. 

Su Lang immediately used the one-key synthesis function and the one-key strengthening function to 

turn all the medicines into half-step eternal grade medicines, and then swallowed them into his 

stomach! 

at the same time. 

Mysterious desire in the natural universe. 

Rumble! 

An incomparably mighty time and space fluctuation suddenly descended somewhere in the star field! 

The terrifying power of time and space swayed like a sea of stars, and instantly shattered a whole star 

field, and the creatures on it were directly dead! 

Immediately after. 

In the center of the most intense time and space fluctuations. 



A man with a black robe and white hair and a twisted look of bitterness appeared. It was Emperor 

Yuanmingzhou's Kuanghou Yunge! 

"Xuan Yu, you are going to kill me!" 

"Today I will destroy your natural universe!" 

Emperor Yuanming Zhou did not directly trouble the Emperor Xuanyu. He was driven by hatred to make 

the seven Emperors pay the greatest price! 

and so. 

His goal is the natural universe under the command of the seven emperors. 

"Children, kill me!" 

Suspended over the fragmented star field, Emperor Yuanmingzhou spread his hands, revealing a 

hideous smile. 

next moment. 

A series of weird phantoms rushed out of his body, it was the incense evil spirit he raised! 

This kind of incense creature has no effect on the warriors of the same level, and even has no effect on 

the powerful too junior. 

But for the weaker Taichu and weaker creatures, the lethality can be great! 

The key is that these incense evil spirits have a large number of thieves, and they don't feel distressed 

when they die. They are perfect cannon fodder. 

at this time. 

Countless incense and evil spirits radiated from Emperor Yuanmingzhou's body, and suddenly 

disappeared into the void of the dead universe. 

They are going to find the galaxy of life and release their most evil desires! ! 

"Go!" 

"Kill me everything!" 

Emperor Yuan Mingzhou hissed and roared, and he stepped out, instantly appearing over another star 

field. 

boom! ! 

The incomparably terrifying energy condenses into one foot, crushing dozens of galaxies and countless 

planets like a mud pill! 

The creatures above screamed before they even had time to scream. 

at this time! 

"After the situation, Yunge!!" 



"Why do you want to do something to my natural universe!!" 

"You bastard, are you crazy!!" 

A very angry voice reached Emperor Yuan Mingzhou's ears. 

Immediately afterwards, a spatial ripple spread out, and a short, thin, pale-skinned man emerged, his 

face full of anger and disbelief! 

"Hahaha!" 

"Xuan Yuzi, just pretend it!" 

"The deity has already penetrated everything, you want to kill me, just come!" 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou looked up to the sky and laughed wildly, with cruel words in his mouth, but his 

body fleeed away. 

He didn't plan to fight with Xuanyuzi. 

Because in his calculations, the other six people will be supported soon, and he will definitely die 

without a place to bury him. 

What he has to do is to make Xuanyuzi and other seven people pay the price as much as possible! ! 

Chapter 2327: Don't plan to act 

At this moment. 

Emperor Yuan Mingzhou teleported to the sky above another star field. 

Immediately, his thoughts moved, and an avenue of space suddenly descended! 

The entire star field shattered in an instant, turned into a canopy of cosmic dust, and countless 

creatures died tragically in an instant! 

"After the situation, Yunge!" 

"Stop it for me!" 

"You lunatic, who is going to kill you!" 

"The deity has been cultivating well in the old lair. You scumbag suddenly said that I was going to kill 

you, and even directly attacked my universe. It was crazy!!" 

"Stop it, stop it to me..." 

Xuan Yuzi was furious, chasing behind Emperor Yuanmingzhou in disbelief, shouting continuously, trying 

to prevent Emperor Yuanmingzhou from doing damage everywhere. 

but. 

His cultivation base is a little weaker than Emperor Mingzhou. 
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It takes a bit of effort to catch up with Emperor Yuan Mingzhou, and it is extremely difficult to stop 

Emperor Yuan Mingzhou! 

and so. 

Xuan Yuzi could only watch Emperor Yuan Mingzhou frantically slaughtering his natural universe in 

front. 

Every shot. 

There is a bustling star field completely destroyed. 

Countless creatures, not even dead souls left! 

"Ah!" 

"After the situation, Yunge, you crap!" 

"I hate you or blame you for doing this to me!!" 

"Stop, you lunatic, if you don't stop, I'll fight you!" 

Seeing Emperor Yuanmingzhou constantly destroying his natural universe, destroying his star field, and 

killing his own creatures, Xuan Yuzi's anger grew more and more! 

"Xuan Yuzi!" 

"You old yin guy has good acting skills!" 

"Huh, if you want to kill the deity, let the deity kill it first!!" 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou's eyes are blood red, his body is full of murderous aura, his hair and robe are 

constantly floating! 

Immediately after. 

He was reckless and dashed in the Mystic Universe, rushing towards the most prosperous area! ! 

"Damn it!" 

"After that, Yunge, you bloodthirsty dog!" 

"I think you just want to find an excuse to attack the deity's natural universe!" 

"It must be so, if the deity had not broken through to the level of the second universe five billion years 

ago, I am afraid you would have done it long ago!" 

"I tell you, fight as you want, don't do such a despicable thing!!" 

Xuan Yuzi kept chasing behind Emperor Yuan Mingzhou for a moment, his eyes flickered, and his brain 

quickly filled out the ‘truth’! 

Thought of this. 

Xuan Yuzi couldn't help but gritted his teeth, furious! 



As an Emperor of the Second Universe, although he is weaker than Emperor Yuanmingzhou, he won't be 

so scared! ! 

"Nine Profound Star Universe Arrow, kill!!" 

However, I saw that Xuan Yuzi was chasing behind Emperor Yuan Mingzhou while taking out a strange 

longbow, which was an arrow at Emperor Yuan Mingzhou! ! 

call out! 

An ice-blue arrow wrapped in terrifying power instantly penetrated time and space and appeared 

behind Emperor Yuanmingzhou. 

"Don't plan on acting?" 

"Miscellaneous, you are finally going to show your true colors!" 

"As soon as you do it, Zi Xu and the others are definitely going through the barriers of the natural 

universe, they are coming over!" 

"I won't make dumplings for you. I want to kill me. Go hard!" 

Emperor Yuanming Zhou sneered and turned his head, the broken Dead Universe folding fan in his hand 

slammed out and collided with the ice blue arrow, bursting out a terrifying aftermath that destroyed 

hundreds of thousands of light years! 

Simultaneously! 

An incomparably powerful force of time and space erupted from Emperor Yuanmingzhou's body, 

forming a burst of gloom! 

"what!" 

"After the situation, this guy Yunge, he thinks the seven of us have to deal with him?" 

"At this time, he is going to the rest of the natural universe!?" 

"What's going on, what the **** is going on!?" 

After hearing the words of Emperor Yuanmingzhou, Xuan Yuzi was shocked, and understood that things 

might not be as simple as he thought. 

next moment. 

The gloomy light on Emperor Yuanmingzhou burst out, enveloped the whole body, and then completely 

disappeared. 

"After the situation, Yunge really went to other natural universes!?" 

"If he wants to find an excuse to deal with my universe, then it shouldn't be like this!" 

"He should fight with me and kill me before I can ask Zi Xu and others for help, but now... he's gone!!" 

"Does he really think that the seven of us have to act on him, that's why he is so crazy!?" 



"Could it be that among the other six people, someone tried to attack him without telling me?" 

"Damn, what happened!" 

Xuan Yuzi thought in a daze, and then immediately took out the treasure to transmit information across 

the barriers of the natural universe. 

Chapter 2328: What do you think about it 

at the same time. 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou has passed through the barriers of time and space in the natural universe and 

reached another natural universe 

——Zixu Natural Universe! 

The Zixu Natural Universe is the home of Zixu Zhou Emperor, a universe that has been developed for 

many years, and is more prosperous than the universe of Xuanyuzi! 

at this time. 

As soon as Emperor Yuanmingzhou appeared, he immediately started to kill, and instantly destroyed a 

giant star field not far away. 

"Hahaha!" 

"I let you deal with me! Let you **** me!" 

"Today I will let you taste the bitter fruit of Yunge's response to my situation!" 

"Die, die for me!!" 

"..." 

After the Emperor Yuanmingzhou destroyed a star field, he let out a stern laugh, and instantly shuttled 

through the space to the second star field, and then wiped it out with his hand! 

Suddenly. 

I don't know how many other creatures died tragically in his hands. 

But Emperor Yuanmingzhou was not satisfied at all, he could not wait to destroy all the old nests of 

Xuanyuzi and Zixuzhou! 

It was at the time when Emperor Yuanming Zhou launched a slaughter in the Zixu universe. 

As the master of the Zixu universe, Emperor Zixu immediately sensed something was wrong, and his 

expression changed drastically! 

"what!?" 

"Someone dared to break into my natural universe and kill everywhere?" 

"Forget about killing people, and destroying the star regions I have worked so hard to cultivate!" 
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"Damn it, who the **** is that is so bold!?" 

Zi Xu looked in the direction where Emperor Yuanmingzhou was raiding, with a look of horror. 

at this time. 

As the anger rose, Zi Xu's face was gradually covered with purple fine patterns! 

next moment. 

He used special supernatural powers to transform into a mirror, which showed the figure of Emperor 

Yuanmingzhou. 

"what?" 

"Is Yuan Mingzhou Emperor Kuang Hou Yunge?" 

"Why did this guy go crazy, come to my universe to kill people!?" 

"Fortunately, I still trusted him so much and gave him the coordinates of the core universe!" 

"Damn it, I should have known it, this guy is bloodthirsty and hard to change, I really feel it!" 

Emperor Zi Xu Zhou glared at Emperor Yuan Mingzhou in the mirror, and was about to leave on the spot. 

But at this moment. 

He suddenly changed his expression and took out a strange jade medal from his sleeve. 

As soon as the jade card appeared, it immediately rose in the wind, and instantly turned into a huge 

formation. 

The altar is covered with various patterns. 

At this time, those patterns were all bright, and a figure was condensed, it was Xuanyuzi. 

"Xuan Yuzi!" 

"Why are you looking for me?" 

"Emperor Yuan Ming Zhou is killing in my universe, wait until I drive him away!" 

With that said, Emperor Zi Xu Zhou planned to turn off the formation altar to deal with Emperor Yuan 

Ming Zhou. 

"and many more!" 

"Emperor Zi Xuzhou, that Emperor Mingzhou is not right!" 

"He just started killing in my natural universe!" 

"What else did the seven of us want to deal with him together, so he made his move first and made me 

pay the price!" 

"After some explanation, he didn't listen, but decided that we would harm him!" 



"Now I have to wonder if one of the seven of us actually shot him." 

"I believe in you so I can contact you. What do you think about this!?" 

Xuan Yuzi looked at Emperor Zi Xuzhou who looked anxious, and said the matter in a few words. 

"what!?" 

"Among the seven of us, someone shot him at Emperor Yuanmingzhou!?" 

"It's impossible. For the seven of us, we are not sure that each one-on-one can kill Emperor Yuan 

Mingzhou." 

"What's more, we have always been in the same spirit, and we all act together. When has anyone acted 

alone?" 

"No, Emperor Yuan Mingzhou must have misunderstood this matter, wait for me to stop him!" 

Emperor Zi Xu Zhou frowned, and immediately disappeared from the spot, and went directly to pursue 

Emperor Ming Zhou. 

"Hey!" 

"What exactly is going on?" 

"Emperor Yuan Mingzhou, who originally wanted to join our offensive and defensive alliance, suddenly 

turned his face?" 

"The other five people, let's get in touch and see what they say." 

"I hope someone is not stupid enough to shoot alone." 

Xuan Yuzi shook his head helplessly, and then contacted the other five Zhou emperors one by one with 

the cross-natural universe communication formation. 

Chapter 2329: Zi Xu and Xuan Yu also started to replenish their brains 

but. 

The five Emperors all denied that they had done it themselves, and expressed their disbelief and were 

very surprised. 

This immediately made Xuan Yuzi's brows frowned even tighter. 

Is it true that no one has ever acted, or is someone lying? 

The other side. 

Emperor Zi Xu Zhou kept pursuing Emperor Ming Zhou, anxious and angry in his eyes. 

so far. 

Emperor Yuan Mingzhou has destroyed thousands of his star regions one after another! 
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The loss in it made him want to vomit blood, and he couldn't wait to put aside all his scruples and fight 

to the death with Emperor Yuanmingzhou! 

But he knew. 

Things are still turning around. 

Before the truth is unknown, it is better not to do it. 

"You must stop him at all costs!" 

Emperor Zixu Zhou took a deep breath, and instantly threw out a gossip-shaped mirror with countless 

colored smoke rising and falling, as if it contained a special sea of clouds. 

"go with!" 

"Bafang Wuzhou, trap Yuan Mingzhou Emperor!" 

Emperor Zi Xu Zhou opened his arms, and instilled endless energy from his body into that ‘eight-sided 

fog mirror’. 

In an instant. 

An extremely thick smoke rushed out of the mirror, instantly forming a vast sea of clouds and mist in the 

starry sky! 

This fairy sea of clouds and mist covers hundreds of thousands of light-years, and it continues to spread! 

Emperor Zi Xu Zhou held the eight-sided fog mirror, chasing Emperor Ming Zhou non-stop. 

The fairy sea of clouds and mist around him is also frantically expanding, and it will take a few breaths to 

envelop Emperor Yuanmingzhou, trapping him temporarily! 

"Old stuff!" 

"Want to trap me, no way!" 

Upon seeing this scene, Emperor Yuanmingzhou suddenly changed his expression and immediately 

displayed various powerful magical abilities. 

What is the power of the Infinite Dao, the Dao of Time and Space, and the power of the folding fan of 

the dead universe, all will be thrown away! 

Immediately after. 

without hesitation. 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou once again cast a burst of gloom, covering himself. 

Wow! 

The endless clouds and mist shrouded the fairy sea. 

At the moment, Emperor Yuanmingzhou disappeared, and the sea of clouds and mists covered a 

loneliness. 



"Damn it, let him run!" 

Seeing this scene, Emperor Zi Xuzhou gritted his teeth with anger. 

He immediately took out the communication formation and contacted Xuan Yuzi. 

"how about it?" 

"Have you trapped the Emperor Mingzhou?" 

Xuan Yuzi asked nervously, "I think it's possible that a third-party force is interfering with it, causing 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou to misunderstand." 

"I didn't trap him...this time, it's a good way to travel through time and space barriers!" 

"Also, Xuan Yuzi, what you said makes sense." 

"But the problem is that Emperor Yuan Mingzhou has not listened to any explanation." 

"The seven of us are in the same spirit. From his point of view, we are one, and our combat power far 

exceeds him, which is harmful to his strength and... motivation!" 

"Explanation alone is useless, you can only use force to stop him." 

"But to stop it, it's better to stop it and kill it. We did have this idea anyway." 

"However, if there is really a third-party influence, I am afraid we will be caught in the right place." 

Emperor Zi Xu Zhou looked at the Xuanyuzi phantom in the altar, with a trace of aggrieved expression on 

his face. 

"Damn it!" 

"Which force is eyeing us?" 

Xuan Yuzi also clenched his fists bitterly. 

They have already made up for a terrifying force, and are planning to engage them! 

This kind of enemy is dark and its strength is unknown. 

It's extremely uncomfortable to be seen in every move and every action of one's own side. 

at this time! 

In the formation of Emperor Zi Xuzhou, a large circle of patterns lighted up. 

"this is?" 

"Emperor Feng Lingzhou?" 

Both Emperor Zi Xuzhou and Xuan Yuzi were shocked and immediately connected to the communication 

formation. 

then. 



In the formation in front of Emperor Zi Xuzhou, beside the phantom of Xuanyuzi, another phantom 

appeared. 

This phantom has a bright head and a fierce complexion. He carries a peculiar Luo umbrella on his back. 

It is the Emperor Zhou, Feng Ling! 

Chapter 2330: The decision of the emperors 

"Two!" 

"Emperor Yuan Mingzhou has looted my natural universe!" 

"The body is amazing. It runs all over the universe, but it doesn't happen to go to my heavily guarded 

places, and focus on the weakly guarded star field to make a devastating blow!" 

"I have lost many star fields!" 

"I also know that Emperor Yuan Ming Zhou was probably provoked by others, but we really don't do 

anything, just watch him destroy everywhere?" 

Emperor Feng Ling Zhou looked at Emperor Zi Xuzhou and Xuan Yuzi with anger and coldness in his eyes. 

long, long ago. 

He had advocated against Emperor Yuanmingzhou, but he couldn't stop later. 

at this time. 

His own universe was severely destroyed by Emperor Yuanmingzhou, and countless creatures died. 

In the heart of Emperor Feng Lingzhou, a strong anger and hatred had already risen! 

"This......" 

"If we don't do it, let him vent." 

Xuan Yuzi frowned and said, "Look for compensation when he wakes up? How about?" 

This statement came out. 

A light flashed in Zi Xuzhou Emperor's eyes, as if it seemed feasible. 

But Emperor Feng Lingzhou frowned and shook his head. 

"No way!" 

"In his hysterical way of destruction, I can't afford it!" 

"What's more, we have a total of seven people, and he knows seven cosmic coordinates. If he destroys it 

like this, how can he afford to be alone?" 

Feng Ling shook his head and said with a sneer, "This sub-wolf ambition may be self-directed and acted. 

In fact, he has colluded with the rest of the forces and started to attack us!" 

This statement came out. 
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Both Emperor Zi Xuzhou and Xuan Yuzi changed their faces! 

What Feng Ling said was not wrong. 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou really might collude with the rest of the eternal forces. 

And this time, Emperor Yuan Ming Zhou directed and performed himself to test the strength of the 

seven universes and get the latest information! 

at this time. 

On Zi Xuzhou Emperor's communication formation, a large number of peculiar formation patterns lit up 

again. 

original. 

When the other four emperors learned the news, they had to connect to the battlefield to discuss 

countermeasures together. 

quickly. 

The communication forum is connected. 

Four brand-new figures appeared on the battlefield, three men and one woman, all of them 

unparalleled and magnificent. 

"come on." 

"Make the final decision, whether to fight or not!" 

Seeing that the seven people were all present, Xuan Yuzi took a few deep breaths and asked. 

The others looked at each other and then expressed their opinions. 

--hit! ! 

"In that case!" 

"Then we will kill Emperor Yuan Mingzhou directly!" 

"I want to see what forces are secretly instigating, or colluding with Emperor Yuanmingzhou to attack 

us!" 

Xuan Yuzi and everyone looked at each other and nodded heavily. 

"It's time to make a decision!" 

"After the situation, that mess of Yunge has already ruined thousands of star regions!" 

"Hurry up and support me, and I will kill him together!!" 

Emperor Feng Lingzhou sneered before disappearing from the altar. 

at the same time. 



Fengling in the natural universe. 

"Boom!" 

The boundless dark void. 

A dreamlike colored galaxy suddenly annihilated, turning into countless cosmic dust, and its inner 

creatures can hardly leave even dead souls! 

"Hahaha!" 

"Come on, do it to me, I see how long you can pretend!!" 

Emperor Yuan Mingzhou looked at his masterpiece and couldn't help showing a perverted grin. 

In Yuanming Universe, he was exploded by Su Lang's treasure hunting ancestral glider, and he recovered 

a little bit of joy here. 

Suddenly! 

"After the situation, Yunge!" 

"You kid, the deity has no grievances and no grudges against you, and even trades treasures with you to 

help you refine weapons, and you actually avenge your grievances!" 

"If this is the case, don't blame me for not talking about the past!" 

A cold voice reached Emperor Yuan Mingzhou's ears. 

Immediately afterwards, a bald head emerged from the space with a frosty face and murderous aura. 

"Feng Lingzhou Emperor!" 

"Don't be fake there!" 

"This deity has long seen through your disgusting true colors, hahaha!" 

Emperor Yuan Mingzhou sneered coldly, and while fleeing towards the distance, he activated the time 

and space shuttle method of the natural universe. 

 


